NASA Awards Involved in GDC Pre-Formulation Activities

A limited number of individuals employed on Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) contracts and cooperative agreements were involved in GDC pre-formulation activities, including the development of requirements that are part of the GDC mission solicitation.

The NASA awards that were involved in these activities are listed below, with their award number and the prime awardee. These awards may have one or more sub-contractors, and it is the responsibility of proposers to identify potential connections to these sub-contractors.

Electrical Systems Engineering Services III [80GSFC18C0120]
- Science Systems and Applications, Inc.

Ground Systems and Mission Operations-2 [NNG17HP02C]
- KBRwyle

Mechanical Integrated Services and Technologies [NNG15CR66C]
- ATA Aerospace, LLC

Omnibus Multidiscipline Engineering Services II [NNG17CR69C]
- Science Applications International Corp.

Program Analysis and Control V [80GSFC20D0001]
- ASRC Federal Systems Solutions, LLC

Software Engineering Support II [NNG15CR67C]
- Arctic Slope Technical Services

Systems Engineering Advanced Services [NNG15CR66C]
- Alcyon Technical Services Joint Venture, LLC

Center for Excellence in the Physics of the Heliosphere and the Sun [NNG11PL10A]
- Catholic University of America